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Facts
›

The NDC Partnership was launched in 2016 as a global coalition of
countries and institutions collaborating to drive transformational
climate action through sustainable development.

›

The NDC partnership currently has 129 members
– 94 countries
– 23 institutions
– 12 associates

›

It is governed by a steering committee and 2 co-chairs
– Netherlands
– Costa Rica
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How the NDC Partnership works
›

The NDC-P works to fast-track climate and development action
through Country Engagement and Knowledge and Learning.
– Country engagement: direct engagement with ministries and other
stakeholders to advance NDC implementation.
– Knowledge and learning: access to knowledge resources & buiding a peer
community in NDC implemenation.
– Finance: in-country support to mobilize public and private finance, including
through mobilization strategies and support for investment piroritization.
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The NDC Partnership operates within a global context
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What the NDC Partnership can offer
›

Technical assistance, capacity building and financial resources in
over 40 developing countries for:
– effective implementation of current NDCs
– increasing ambition in updating of NDCs

›

Development of Partnership Plans to identify climate priorities and
match them with partner resources.

›

Whole of government and whole of society approach
– Integration of climate in development plans and budgets
– Involvement of stakeholders from across the society
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Support in four thematic areas
1.

Mobilizing climate action across government and society:
from stand-alone documents to NDCs integrated in national policy
and planning.

2.

Integrating development and climate action: countries are
seeing the benefits of a broader approach that integrates climate
action within the broader SDG agenda.

3.

Mobilizing climate finance and support: turning NDCs into
concrete investment plans and aligning budgets with climate
action.

4.

Raising country climate ambition: support with
implementation is enabling countries to identify more action and
accellerate timelines.
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In-country engagement process
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Example: Vietnam
›
›
›
›
›

Involvement led by Ministry of Natural Resources and Environment
and Ministry of Planning and Investment.
Viet Nam’s Plan for Implementation of the Paris Agreement (PIPA)
is the basis for its NDC implementation.
With support of the NDC Partnership Viet Nam has developed
results indicators to track implementation progress.
Support was also provided to map out priority needs for financing
the PIPA.
This gap assessment led to the identification of priorities for
support and subsequent support from 13 NDC-P partners.
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Relevance to the PMR
›

Overlap in membership of NDC-Partnership and PMR.

›

Support for implementation of NDCs.

›

Involvement of ministries of planning and finance.

›

Knowledge sharing and learning.

›

Demand-driven and in-country support.

›

Specific measures vs broader approach to implementation.

→ Embed PMR activities in NDC implemenation.
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